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“ I press on toward the goal to win the prize
for which God has called me heavenward in Christ Jesus.”
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What has your love of God and neighbor cost you?
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What inconsistencies have you witnessed among “Christians”?
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“It appears that too many Christians want to enjoy the thrill of feeling
right but are not willing to endure the inconvenience of being right.”
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A.W. Tozer (Day 15, p74)
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How does scripture encourage the true Follower of Jesus to
persevere and refine their faith?
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“Refuse to be ______________ or to surrender to
the __________ of your spiritual environment.”
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Consider this for personal reflection this week ...
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> What inconsistencies exist in your own life?
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> How can you tangibly refuse to be average and live a life that is
exemplary toward the Kingdom of God?
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